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Monitoring Educational Organizations’ Culture of Sustainable Consumption:  
Initiating and Evaluating Cultural Change in Schools and Universities

Daniel Fischer
Institute for Environmental and Sustainability Communication (INFU),  
Faculty of Sustainability Sciences, Leuphana University Lüneburg, Germany

**Problem Statement:** Patterns of consumption are considered as a main driver of unsustainable development. In the debate, education and educational organizations are unisonous considered as a key player to contribute to a more sustainable socialization of young consumers. Both schools and universities are challenged to become places and life-worlds in which sustainable consumption can be learned and experienced. The objective of this paper was to explore how educational organizations can effectively engage their members in bringing about the aspired transformations and monitoring their effects.

**Approach:** The study used a conceptual approach that included three steps. Firstly, the concept of an educational organization’s Culture Of Consumption (COC) was adopted as an analytical frame of reference. In a second step, methodological propositions for changing the organizational COC were discussed drawing on the concepts of mode-2 knowledge production and participatory change management. In a third step, existing tools and approaches to sustainability auditing in the educational context were screened and critically discussed against the background of recent innovations in mode-2 approaches to sustainability evaluation.

**Results:** The findings revealed that while existing sets of indicators did adequately account for key consumption-related organizational operations and to some extent for educational goals and aspirations, they failed to tap the realm of underlying and tacit basic assumptions that substantiate the essence of an organizational COC. To remedy this shortcoming, additional indicators and modifications were proposed. As a synthesis, a synoptic framework of a monitoring system for an educational organization’s COC was presented.

**Conclusion:** The study’s results highlighted the need to develop monitoring frameworks that go beyond assessing operative performances and pay greater attention to reflective, interpretative and deliberative capacities in educational organizations.
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**INTRODUCTION**

**Sustainable consumption as a cultural challenge:** Many of the phenomena of global change that can be observed today are closely linked to the globalization of cultural patterns of consumption and production. The escalating ideal of a material-intensive lifestyle as it is characteristic for the industrialized world marks a central challenge to the concerns of sustainable development. Consequently, in chapter 4, Agenda 21 acknowledges the need to change unsustainable patterns of consumption and production. For this to happen, action is called for to develop a better understanding of the role of consumption and how to bring about more sustainable consumption patterns (UNCED, 1993). In chapter 36, education and educational organizations are unanimously ascribed to play a pivotal role in bringing about a change towards sustainable consumption. As UNESCO states, the aspired transition needs to be a cultural change: “To the extent that the global crisis facing humanity is a reflection of our collective values, behavior and lifestyles, it is, above all, a cultural crisis” (UNCED, 1993). What is asked of education is nothing less than “to promote attitudes and behavior conducive to a culture of sustainability” (UNCED, 1993).

The Worldwatch Institute’s 2010 report on the state of the world acknowledges that so far educational organizations do not just “represent a huge missed opportunity to combat consumerism”, but even more so play an active and “powerful role in cultivating consumerism” (Assadourian, 2010). Hence, educational organizations are challenged to critically reflect and
transformation of their role as a socialization agency as to
nurture and cultivate more sustainable patterns of
consumption among their students. In light of this, the
objective of this paper is to explore how educational
organizations can effectively engage their members in
the endeavor of bringing about the aspired transformations and monitoring their effects.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Approach: The study employs a conceptual approach that involves three corresponding steps. Firstly, the
concept of a cultural organization’s culture of
consumption (COC) is explored as an analytical frame
of reference. In a second step, methodological
propositions for changing the organizational COC are
discussed drawing on the concepts of mode-2
knowledge production and participatory change
management. In a third step, existing tools and
approaches to sustainability auditing in the educational
context are screened and critically discussed against the
background of recent innovations in the conceptualization of mode-2 approaches to sustainability evaluation.

Educational organizations as “cultures of
consumption”: Although an elusive number of
definitions and theoretical approaches exist, culture in
an organizational context can be said to be commonly
understood and described as “a pervasive, eclectic,
layered and socially constructed phenomenon, which is
generated through values, beliefs and assumptions but
expressed through artifacts, structures and behaviors”
(Harris et al., 2002). This study adopts an analytical
framework that conceptualizes different levels, themes
and domains of cultural transmission relating to the
domain of consumption and consequently affecting
consumer learning. The theoretical outline of the
framework is based on Schein’s concept of
organizational culture and research from the field of
school and university culture. These strands are merged
and applied to the domain of consumption, resulting in
a framework that identifies contested domains on
different levels in educational organization’s Culture Of
Consumption (COC) (Fig. 1).

Educational organizations are understood to bring
about a distinct cultural order resulting from inner-
organizational battles and negotiations over the
selection of structural variants. Following the analytical
perspective suggested by Schein, this cultural order
manifests itself in layers on three different levels that
refer to the “degree to which the cultural phenomenon
is visible to the observer” (Schein, 2004).

The surface level of artifacts represents cultural
manifestations that can be understood as “visible,
tangible and audible remains of behavior grounded in
cultural norms, values and assumptions” (Hatch, 1997).
Artifacts can be categorized as physical (e.g., cafeteria
architecture), behavioral (e.g., lunch time rituals) or
verbal (e.g., specific jargon use). The first level of
artifacts is underpinned by the second level of values
and norms that the organizational actors “use as a way
of depicting the culture to themselves or others”
(Schein, 2004). Values refer to “social principles, goals
and standards held within a culture to have intrinsic
worth” (Hatch, 1997), including norms that pose
unwritten rules. The third level entails patterns of
shared and taken-for-granted assumptions that Schein
regards as “the essence of a group’s culture” (Schein,
2004). They reflect “deeper assumptions about more
abstract general issues around which humans need
consensus” (Schein, 2004) and relate to such broad
notions as the nature of human nature, of reality and
truth, of time and place. Taken for granted and strongly
anchored in the organizational members’ cognitive
structure, assumptions are generally not debated or
reflected upon and regarded as difficult to change. In
further developments on Schein’s approach to
organizational culture, the specific function of symbols
as mediators between the different levels of artifacts,
values, norms and basic assumptions has been further
advanced (Hatch, 1997).

The examination of contested themes and realms of
contents in the organizational COC draws on the detailed
and extensive ethnographic study of educational
organizations by Helsper et al. (2001). The authors
identify dimensions in which the cultural configuration
of educational organizations forms, emerges and
manifests as a result of inner-organizational battles.
Related to consumption, these dimensions were
specified and further elaborated to domains of an
educational organization’s COC. Exemplary aspects of
these domains are outlined in Table 1.

Change management for a “culture of sustainable
consumption”: This study proposes that in order to
unfold their full potential as promoters of sustainable
consumption, educational organizations need to engage
in a holistic development of their COC. In view of the
multiple and intertwined layers of educational
organizations’ COC, the development of a “Culture Of
Sustainable Consumption” (COSC) requires whole-
school (Henderson et al., 2004) respectively whole-of-
university (McMillan et al., 2009) approaches.
Table 1: Domains of an educational organization’s culture of consumption

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Exemplary Aspects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resource management and allocation</td>
<td>In which ways does the organization allocate and manage its spatial and temporal (e.g., cafeteria architecture, duration of lunch break), financial (e.g., grants for consumption-related activities) material (e.g., energy demand, emissions, waste) human (e.g., staff training, knowledge management) socio-ecological (e.g., networks, external partnerships) administrative (e.g., job descriptions, responsibilities) resources?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disciplinary-thematic configuration</td>
<td>Which (groups of) actors and subjects/courses address which themes of consumption? Which research initiatives deal with which aspects of consumption?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder participation</td>
<td>To what extent and with which degree of formality are internal and external stakeholders involved in consumption-related decision-making? How does consumption feature in formal and informal communication structures and flows?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance orientations</td>
<td>To what extent is the promotion of consumer learning understood and labeled an integral part of the organizational mandate? In what far do performances and achievements in the domain of consumption feature in the examination and assessment procedures, grading schemes and are thus considered relevant with respect to the awarding of degrees?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational orientations and goals</td>
<td>What consumption-related goals and objectives are pursued by organizational activities, how do they relate to each other and how are they interpreted by different actors? What didactical and methodological approaches are chosen in teaching and learning about consumption-related issues?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Pedagogical Assumptions</td>
<td>What are dominant assumptions of youths and young consumers among adults, what are dominant assumptions of adult consumers among youths and how do these assumptions relate to each other? What are the organizational actors’ evaluative assumptions regarding the function and role of their organization as a consumer socialization agency? What conceptions of a good life and of consumer identities are recognized and which are dismissed by the dominant cultural order?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Propositions of sustainable change:** The notion of sustainable development challenges conventional approaches to organizational cultural change in a number of respects. Gibbons and colleagues (Gibbons *et al.*, 1994) have coined the term mode-2 science as a label for a paradigmatic shift in research and knowledge production in the context of sustainable development. Some central elements of mode-2 science that distinguish it from disciplinary mode-1 forms are its greater focus on specific local application contexts and the inclusion of multiple perspectives in knowledge production, a broader participation of heterogeneous sets of practitioners and the transcending of disciplinary towards transdisciplinary frameworks (Gibbons, 2000).
In this sense, the generation of transformative knowledge leading to practical outcomes becomes a proposition for a mode-2 program in the context of sustainable development.

Educational organizations can be considered ideal settings for transdisciplinary mode-2 approaches to the promotion of sustainable development. On the one hand they host different disciplinary traditions that are represented in distinct subject areas and academic socialization backgrounds of teaching staff as well as different faculties and research initiatives in institutions of higher education. On the other, educational organizations host different varieties of knowledge beyond disciplinary knowledge, for example with respect to practical operational routines and facility management, experiences with (un-)successful teaching and learning strategies on matters of consumption and students’ consumption orientations and unwritten peer expectations. In the perspective of a mode-2 framework the “clash” of such different varieties of knowledge promises to be a fruitful and highly productive field for more refined approach for the “hidden systems of values and symbols” (Luks et al., 2007). Herein lay promising potentials for a participatory organizational engagement with the sustainable consumption agenda according to the principles of a mode-2 intervention program.

A participatory approach to the initiation of cultural change for sustainability: Against the background of the foregoing considerations, this study opts for a participatory approach to the development of a COSC in educational organizations for both normative and functional reasons.

In a normative perspective, the concept of sustainable consumption itself requires a participatory approach, as organizations embarking on a journey towards a COSC are confronted with the difficulty that its destination cannot be pinpointed precisely. Although some basic requirements of the concept are generally agreed on (e.g., the earth’s carrying capacity as an ecological limit), specifications of sustainable consumption remain contested and controversial (Fischer, 2010). In light of this, the concept of sustainable consumption provides merely “guard rails” (Worldwatch Institute, 2004) that open up a corridor in which the organizational stakeholders need to negotiate, define and reexamine goals, objectives and respective pathways towards an organizational COSC.

In a functional perspective, the symbolic nature of the organizational COC requires the organizational members’ involvement in and ownership over the change process. As symbolic meaning attached to material artifacts is “neither embodied in the artifacts themselves nor entirely open to personal interpretation” (Jackson, 2008), the de-construction and re-construction of symbolic meaning in interpretative and reflexive processes feature as crucial elements in cultural change endeavors. Accrediting this symbolic dimension of consumption and the role of symbols in understanding the organizational COC (Hatch, 1997), cultural change depends on the contribution of a wide scope of perspectives from different organizational actors. Participatory and appreciative approaches bear the potential to effectively elucidate such authentic expressions of lived experiences from organizational members (Bergmark et al., 2009). Moreover, from a constructivist stance culture is perceived not as a manageable variable but as a shared perception mutually constructed in social interaction (Baumgartner, 2009). Hence, a “culture of sustainability” (UNESCO, 1998) cannot be prescribed in a top-down approach but takes broad social interaction and a discursive consciousness to evolve.

Monitoring, evaluation and indicators: The establishment of a change management infrastructure (e.g. the formation of change management team) and the development and implementation of change measures are essential steps in initiating cultural change processes. These need to be complemented by elements that allow for a closer observation of effects caused within the organizational COC. Monitoring systems serve such purposes. Broadly speaking, monitoring can be defined as “a system of activities with three critical components: it requires the regular collection of information, it requires an evaluation of that information and most importantly, it requires that the evaluation results in an institutional (project) action” (Kiesler et al., 1982; Richards, 1988). According to Richards (1988), three prototypical models of educational monitoring can be distinguished that differ according to their purpose:

- Compliance monitoring
- Diagnostic monitoring
- Performance monitoring

Compliance monitoring seeks to evaluate the organization’s degree of compliance with fix and externally defined criteria (e.g., by laws, regulatory codes). The overall purpose is to ensure that the monitored system operates at some predetermined standard (Richards, 1988). Diagnostic monitoring usually follows a pre-post-design that assesses data for evaluative diagnosis (e.g., on student standards and curricula goals) and the design and implementation of treatment measures (e.g., teaching methods). Their
effect is then again assessed in a post-test and followed up. Contrary to performance monitoring, diagnostic monitoring remains confined to the organization itself. The goal of performance monitoring is to provide a basis for benchmarking purposes based on aggregated school outcome measures, commonly by assessing students’ achievements through testing (Richards, 1988). In that way, it seeks to enhance educational quality by stimulating competition between educational organizations. In a different terminology, diagnostic monitoring can be regarded as process monitoring and performance monitoring as outcome monitoring (Rossi et al., 2006). Apart from this, input or context monitoring marks a third type that focuses on given circumstances or existing input conditions framing processes and performances. While the presented typologies separate context, process and output or compliance, diagnostic and performance monitoring for analytical reasons, recent approaches stress the “indistinct delimitation” (Rode et al., 2008) of these analytical units and refer to educational context, process and output monitoring in an increasingly integrative way- not least in the context of the proliferating notion of total quality management and national educational reporting schemes.

Monitoring systems are based on indicators that can be understood as “proxy measures (i.e., not as direct ones) that point to certain states or conditions of a system and aim to simplify, measure and communicate complex trends and events” (Reid et al., 2006). They can relate to measurable (quantitative indicators) or observational/descriptive data (qualitative indicators). While quantitative indicators provide intersubjectively verifiable results and thus allow for advanced statistical operations and comparisons (Rode et al., 2008), the use of qualitative indicators is recommended in heterogeneous contexts where no set standards or objectives exist (Bormann et al., 2008). The development of a monitoring framework for activities in the context of the UN decade on “Education for Sustainable Development” (ESD) exemplifies how the integration of both quantitative and qualitative indicators ensures that a broad range of needs is addressed to enhance total quality improvement (Tilbury, 2009).

Plomp et al. (2009) point to the importance of considering stakeholders’ differing purposes of and interests in operating monitoring systems. While monitoring initiatives might accrue from an educational organizations staff’s intrinsic motivation to enhance the quality of their study (bottom-up), it might also be extrinsically forced upon by actors on the macro level seeking to engage in national benchmarking (top-down). Examining the locus of authority is a crucial step when considering monitoring initiatives as the differing foci might cause severe conflicts of interests. While macro level monitoring initiatives often focus on input and output, meso and micro level monitoring is rather directed at optimizing internal process (Plomp et al., 1992). As recent findings suggest, a widely shared perception among educational practitioners conceives self-evaluation as an endeavor imposed upon education organizations by the educational administration that serves to fulfill external control needs (Schildkamp et al., 2009; Vanhoof et al., 2009). It light of this, it must be distinguished between monitoring systems that are “intrinsically or extrinsically motivated” (Richards, 1988).

Requirements for a monitoring system for “cultures of consumption”: What implications can be derived for the design and conceptualization of a monitoring system in the context participatory mode-2 organizational development towards a COSC? In the context of an evaluation initiative on two Dutch system innovation processes on the sustainable development of agriculture, six guiding principles were developed as a response to the challenges in the context of mode-2 evaluation approaches (Regeer et al., 2009). These principles are applied below as guidelines to refine the contextualization and purpose of monitoring and evaluation in the context of cultural change towards a COSC in educational organizations:

- The focus of evaluative activities lays neither on performance measuring for benchmarking purposes nor on compliance monitoring based on predefined criteria, but on supporting the delivering change management team’s continuous learning about effects of intervention strategies for a COSC
- Monitoring and evaluation are regarded as constitutive elements in a circular and sequential process of participatory organizational change management by being part of the iterative process of designing and implementing interventions and interpreting their effects
- The evaluation framework is developed in a participatory approach to adequately fit the information needs of the change management team by building on agreed forms of evidence

What requirements for the development of indicators can be derived?
• The development of indicators for monitoring domains of COC seeks to engage stakeholders in deliberation and dialogue on relevant criteria in the local context. Indicators are dynamic and can be altered during the course of the intervention process to adapt to new circumstances and new priorities. They do not only seek to provide data, but to stimulate processes of meaning-making among the stakeholders. In this sense, “their function is not to assess but rather to perceive, or make visible, aspects that are or seem relevant” (Regeer et al., 2009) to a COSC

• In order to gain insight into factors contributing to the successful delivery of interventions and to provide indications about lessons learned within the intervention process, a specific type of indicator is required. It is suggested to elucidate perceived obstacles and main challenges on a regularly basis and to use this data to find strategies to address these issues and problems perceived as relevant in the further course of the intervention process

• Indicators need to bring to the fore different conditions that inhibit progression towards a COSC by focusing a broader set of stakeholder interests and their systemic and institutional constrains. As such constraints are elucidated, they can be adequately addressed and used to enhance the delivery and effect of interventions

As different monitoring approaches respond to different needs in the context of cultural change evaluation, the monitoring approach suggested in this study does not opt for one single favorable approach. Context monitoring has its strengths in making visible, aspects that are or seem relevant. COSC has no preference for either quantitative or qualitative indicators, as both types of indicators serve different information needs.

Discursive forms feature prominently in the monitoring principles. As recent research on the evaluation of monitoring systems in the context of the European Social Fund suggests, the social contexts of monitoring activities deserve careful consideration. The authors stress that “the parties need to strike an implicit and/or explicit agreement on the quality of information to be shared” (Iannacci et al., 2009). Research on the interpretation and use of evidence in the educational context shows that the very questions of “what counts as evidence and for whom” (Cochran-Smith et al., 2009) need to be subject to processes of deliberation as well, or as Sollart (2005) asks in her elaboration on indicators for ESD: “What evidence would make us feel we are making progress?” A participatory development of measures of intervention and of an evaluative framework is also encouraged to ensure that the indicators developed are practicable and accepted by as many of the various different organizational actors as possible (Rode et al., 2008). This requires that contrary to approaches that apply predefined criteria, there must be room for measures of intrinsic value that do not serve as a means to the aspired end of a measurable outcome (Fitz-Gibbon, 1992).

**Existing self-evaluation and auditing tools:** The increasing interest in monitoring educational organizations’ sustainability performance has led to the development of a number of schemes and monitoring systems in recent years. A total number of six approaches to sustainability self-evaluation, three each from the school education and higher education sector, have been considered and analyzed in terms of their suitability and applicability for a monitoring system for educational organizational COC.

**School Education Context:** In the UK, a self-evaluation tool for sustainable schools was developed based on findings reported by the Office for Standards in Education (Ofsted, 2003). The self-evaluation tool consists of two parts. The first part comprises six dimensions of school performance (school characteristics, stakeholders’ views, achievements and standards, personal development and well-being, quality of provision and leadership and management) under which a total of 16 aspects are listed. The second part contains eight doorways (food and drink, energy and water, travel and traffic, purchasing and waste, buildings and grounds, inclusion and participation, local well-being and global dimension) that explore the school’s contribution to overall sustainable development objectives. A team of school members rates the school’s performance on each of the respective
aspects on a progressive four-point-scale (Department for Education and Skills (UK), 2008).

On an international level, the School Development through Environmental Education (SEED) net study, organized by the Environment and Schools Initiative (ENSI), proposed a framework of quality criteria for ESD schools that comprise 15 areas presented in three main groups (quality of teaching and learning processes, school policy and organization and the school’s external relations). The authors stress that the instrument does not intend to provide performance indicators or a tool for quality control, but seeks to give orientation and inspiration and to facilitate discussions within the school and with all of its stakeholders. Against this background, the quality criteria provided do not entail scoring grades or indicators (Breiting et al., 2005).

The SEED quality criteria informed the quality areas, principles and criteria as they have been formulated by the German sustainable schools program TRANSFER-21. Incorporating further auditing schemes from the educational (Bormann et al., 2005) and non-educational sector (e.g., EFQM, ISO), the program defines nine quality areas (learning culture, learning groups, competencies, school culture, opening of schools to the outside world, school management, school programme, resources and staff development), whereby each area is specified by principles and criteria and suggestions for possible learning arrangements and methods. The TRANSFER-21 approach goes beyond the SEED criteria insofar as it seeks to provide guidance for self-assessment and offers recommendations for possible forms of evidence (Transfer-21 ‘Quality and Competencies’ Studying Group, 2007).

Higher education context: Initiatives to implement sustainability in the tertiary education sector have gained ground in recent years (Beringer, 2007). Within this context, auditing schemes have been developed and tested to monitor progress towards the implementation of sustainability principles into all facets of organizational life.

In 2005, the Higher Education Associations Sustainability Consortium (HEASC) issued a call for a campus sustainability rating system. In the following years, the North American Association For The Advancement Of Sustainability In Higher Education (AASHE) developed the voluntary self-reporting framework STARS (Sustainability Tracking, Assessment and Rating System) in a participatory and iterative process involving several stakeholders from the higher education sector. The version 1.0 of the STARS tool is structured in three categories (Education and Research, Operations as well as Planning, Administration and Engagement) that comprise 17 sub-categories and a total number of 67 credit items to report on. STARS is based on a comprehensive reporting infrastructure that comprises different rating levels, publicly shared data and absolute scales that allow for benchmarking (AASHE, 2010).

The Assessment Instrument for Sustainability in Higher Education (AISHE) was initially developed by the foundation for sustainable higher education (DHO), a Dutch NGO, based on the principles of quality management as proposed by the European Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM) (Roorda, 2001). In its latest draft version 2.0, the scope of AISHE was broadened and its inventory restructured by an international expert group. Four roles were identified as central: Apart from delivering education and conducting research, institutions of higher education are operating organizations and act as members of society. Special emphasis is given to the idea of identity as a shared vision of the university, expressed for instance in the mission statement. The evaluation and reporting system of AISHE seeks to explore the matching of the identity module with the performances and processes in the four modules (operations, education, research and society), whereby each module consists of six criteria and each criterion is described by 5 development stages that are rated by the assessing team members. The instrument can be applied on several organizational levels, internally and externally (Roorda et al., 2009).

The Sustainability Assessment Questionnaire (SAQ) has been developed by the association of University Leaders for a Sustainable Future (ULSF), an association of university presidents and chancellors committed to implementing the principle of sustainability in higher education. The SAQ is regarded as “one of the most widespread instruments” (Beringer, 2007) used to ascertain organizations’ performances in sustainability in higher education. The SAQ addresses seven main areas (curriculum, research and scholarship, operations, faculty and staff development and rewards, outreach and service, student opportunities as well as administration, mission and planning). It is designed as a tool serving both assessment and teaching purposes, while it is deliberately kept primarily qualitative and impressionistic and does not suggest any specific application procedure (University Leaders for a Sustainable Future, 2009).

RESULTS

Based on the premises of participatory change management and knowledge generation, a sequential
A model for participatory cultural change initiation is proposed that involves different groups of organizational members and stakeholders in the design of interventions and their implementation aimed at changing organizational structures and processes as well as underlying values and norms in contested domains of the organizational COC. According to the sequential steps of designing and implementing measures of intervention as well as monitoring and interpreting their effects, the initiation of a dynamic change processes towards a COSC can be conceptualized as an iterative process of action and reflection corresponding to the PDCA-cycle (Plan-Do-Check-Act), also known as Deming or Shewhart cycle (Fig. 2).

Importantly, the proposed approach rejects mechanistic concepts of change and builds on alternative conceptions of sustainability leadership and governance. Drawing on insights from complexity sciences, it is underpinned by an understanding of sustainability leadership as an attempt to “embrace the inevitability of continually changing dynamics in everyday life, while developing reasonable actions with others within an integrated framework that provides coherent direction, clear accountability and enough flexibility to allow for mid-course corrections” (Ferdig, 2007).

At the initial stage of a participatory cultural change endeavor, rigorous stakeholder analysis should be performed to ensure that all groups of actors are represented in a team in charge of the change process (change management team) (Scholes, 2004; Mehrizi et al., 2009). In educational organizations, such important groups of actors comprise students and teachers/lecturers, research and administrative staff, the management as well as specific external groups of stakeholders that play a powerful role as veto-actors in the inner-organizational decision-making in central domains of the organizational COC (e.g., school caterer, energy provider, parents, training companies).

Fig. 2: Process steps in cultural change initiation

Drawing on experiences reported in the change management literature, changing (multiple) cultural artifacts promises to be a vital starting point for the initiation of cultural change in organizations (Higgins et al., 2006). Consequently, as an inductive approach, initial steps could be to design respective measures of intervention that seek to challenge the dominant cultural order in the organization by changing structures and processes in selected domains of the organizational COC that the change management team identifies as priority fields of action. Following the implementation of these measures, the effects of these measures and changes induced in the respective domains can then be monitored and checked to provide a basis for reflection and the design of modified or additional measures of intervention. Such cyclical progression based on the principles of action research (Huang, 2010) can be considered as “particularly suitable for dealing with the types of problems associated with sustainable development” (Regeer et al., 2009). Alternatively, in a rather deductive procedure, the cycle could be started with an assessment of baseline data in the different domains of the organizational COC. Either way, a central challenge to the outlined action-based approach lies in the operationalization of the framework of an organizational COC for evaluation and monitoring purposes.

A synoptic framework for monitoring organizational “cultures of consumption”: The framework of COC comprises three levels of cultural manifestations that differ in their visibility and accessibility. The scope and complexity of aspects to consider pose a challenge to monitoring and assessment as it requires the development of instruments that measure structures, processes and values as well as intangible assumptions and orientations. Hence, it is proposed to merge the considerations on requirements for a monitoring system for mode-2 interventions and the inventory of the outlined auditing and self-evaluation systems into a synoptic framework.

From the six evaluation systems analyzed, a total number of 352 indicators and quality criteria can be extracted. When these are assigned to the different domains and exemplary aspects of an educational organization’s COC (Table 1), it becomes obvious that while a great number of potential indicators and quality criteria can be identified for the levels of artifacts and espoused norms and values, the included sustainability evaluation instruments fail to adequately account for the realm of basic assumptions that Schein refers to as cultural essence (Schein, 2004). Table 2 provides an overview of exemplary indicators and quality criteria from different instruments for the respective domains of COSC.
Table 2: Exemplary indicators and quality criteria for a monitoring of an educational organization’s COSC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cultural domain</th>
<th>Exemplary indicator/criterion (modified)</th>
<th>Original Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resource management and allocation</td>
<td>Allocation of appropriate time for the students’ work with sustainable consumption, as well as for the teachers’ reflections and clarifications on education for sustainable consumption issues at the organization</td>
<td>SEED (Breiting et al., 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Consideration of sustainable development in maintenance, refurbishment or new build projects as well as in maintenance, improvement or design projects in the organization’s grounds.</td>
<td>S3 (Department for Education and Skills (UK), 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Percentage of procurement spending that can be regarded sustainable according to (inter)nationally accepted standards</td>
<td>AISHE (Roorda et al., 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Percentage of employees that the institution ensures sustainable compensation so that they earn enough to meet their basic needs (sustainable compensation)</td>
<td>STARS (AASHE, 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Audit of the organization’s different focus areas (e.g., food and drink, energy and water, travel and traffic, purchasing and waste) from a sustainability perspective</td>
<td>S3 (Department for Education and Skills (UK), 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recognition of sustainable consumption contributions of faculty members in criteria for hiring and promotion/tenure</td>
<td>SAQ (University Leaders for a Sustainable Future, 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Internal approach to staff development and training oriented towards the priorities of the organization’s program focused on the promotion sustainable consumption</td>
<td>TRANSFER (Transfer-21 ‘Quality and Competencies’ Studying Group, 2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Involvement in local, national and/or international networks with relevance for education for sustainable consumption</td>
<td>TRANSFER (Transfer-21 ‘Quality and Competencies’ Studying Group, 2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Formal responsibilities reinforce the organization’s commitment to sustainable consumption</td>
<td>SAQ (University Leaders for a Sustainable Future, 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disciplinary-Thematic Configuration</td>
<td>Amount of faculty and student research on sustainable consumption</td>
<td>SAQ (University Leaders for a Sustainable Future, 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identification of courses and program offerings focusing on and relating to sustainable consumption</td>
<td>STARS (AASHE, 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder participation</td>
<td>Inclusion of views of different internal and external stakeholders (e.g., learners, parents, carers, local community) in the organization’s work on sustainable consumption</td>
<td>S3 (Department for Education and Skills (UK), 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Institutionalized participation structures and opportunities for pupils, teachers and parents to have a say and get involved in all issues and themes that affect them</td>
<td>TRANSFER (Transfer-21 ‘Quality and Competencies’ Studying Group, 2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use of communications, services, contracts and partnerships to promote sustainable consumption issues in different focus areas among stakeholders</td>
<td>S3 (Department for Education and Skills (UK), 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance orientations</td>
<td>Commitments to the promotion of (education for) sustainable consumption is put down in formal written statements of different organizational units</td>
<td>SAQ (University Leaders for a Sustainable Future, 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of students who graduated from a degree program that has adopted at least one sustainable consumption learning outcome</td>
<td>STARS (AASHE, 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational orientations and goals</td>
<td>Aspects of sustainable consumption contained in graduate profiles</td>
<td>AISHE (Roorda et al., 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Degree to what the curriculum contains methodologies for acquiring a variety of skills, knowledge and attitudes regarding sustainable consumption</td>
<td>AISHE (Roorda et al., 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Pedagogical Assumptions</td>
<td>Interpretation and Reflection of theories-in-use (e.g., Dynamic Learning Agenda)</td>
<td>(Regeer et al., 2009), Learning history (Regeer et al., 2009), Critical Incidents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Kiesler et al., 1982), Clinical Inquiry (Schein, 1993))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Indicators for the realms of artifacts and espoused norms and values need to be complemented by approaches to tap the underlying realm of basic assumptions. Due to their elusive and unconscious character, basic assumptions are hardly accessible to a one-time large-scale assessment based on observations or questionnaires, but require a time and cost consuming in-depth approach (Martin, 2002). Schein takes the stance that an assessment of underlying assumptions requires trained external researchers. As an approach, he developed and suggests clinical research (Schein, 1993). Yet, such external support is often not available or affordable to educational organizations. More recently, some practical toolkits have been developed for self-administered cultural diagnosis in the educational context seeking to provide instruments for an elucidation of basic assumptions (Peterson et al., 2009; Kruse et al., 2009). Albeit the fact that such practical instruments are unanimously useful for addressing and raising awareness of tacit assumptions in cultural change initiatives, their explanatory power remains limited.

Against this background it is suggested to complement the monitoring of artifacts and espoused norms and values with indicators monitoring perceived obstacles, drivers, barriers and challenges in the process of implementation. In his classical distinction, Argyris’ distinguishes between espoused theories and theories-in-use (Argyris, 1976). While the former term refers to cognitions and values that people believe their behavior is based on, the latter refers to the cognitions and values as they are implied by their manifestation in practices and behavior. Argyris’ distinction resembles Schein’s distinction between espoused values and underlying basic assumptions. Dooley (1995) argues that in situations of perceived threat tacit underlying assumptions guide organizational members’ actions as theories-in-use. In light of this, special attention should be given to the implementation process and such situations in which dissonance and incongruity with espoused values and norms become visible and observable, for example with respect to espoused and practiced sustainability-related teaching principles and methods (Qablan et al., 2009). As resistance to or expressions of discomfort with change can be explained both situational and dispositional (Bareil et al., 2007), organizational members’ responses to change initiated by intervention measures must be.
carefully interpreted in terms of their respective meaning for underlying assumptions that develop as a group “learns to cope with its problems of external adaptation and internal integration” (Schein, 2004). Hence, the reactivity of measures and monitoring data on the team of actors should be considered likewise as accounts of cultural learning (Fitz-Gibbon, 1992).

Regeer and colleagues (Regeer et al., 2009) propose dynamic learning agendas or learning histories as suitable approaches to construct, discuss and archive experiences with challenges in the course of the intervention process and its adaptation to and translation into the organizational real-life-context (Bisset et al., 2009). Additionally, other action research methods such as critical incident technique (Chell, 1999) might bring productive results for the identification of assumptions in situations of perceived threat and tension.

**DISCUSSION**

The study’s results highlight the need to extend techno-centered reformist approaches to organizational change for sustainable development and to progress towards culturally sensitive transformative approaches in order to bring about a change in the organizational COC. This requires the development of monitoring frameworks that go beyond assessing educational organization’s operative performances and focus on the reflective and social learning capacities of local actors (Wals, 2006). While educational practitioners can draw on an exhaustive catalogue of indicators from existing instruments, these might need to be modified or complemented in order to meet the local information requirements and to stimulate learning on cultural change. This can be attributed to the fact that most indicators seek to identify manifestations, whereas for the purpose of learning the non-existence of manifestations provides an equally rich source of information. For example, while it is doubtlessly useful to identify existing subjects and courses addressing sustainable consumption issues, it is equally useful to complement such indicator with another indicator that reports on major obstacles and reservations in subjects and courses that do not engage with the sustainable consumption agenda. From such accounts, interpretative conclusions could be drawn with respect to the configuration of basic assumptions (for example towards the school’s or university’s mission as a sustainable consumer socialization agency) and further tested. The approach suggested would allow for a consideration of genuinely cultural realms that are widely neglected in conventional approaches to auditing and monitoring educational organization’s sustainability performance. Its design allows for the application of elements of existing self-evaluation and auditing tools, integrates them into the broader context of a mode-2 cultural change intervention program and complements them with additional learning indicators for the realm of basic assumptions. In this way, the proposed approach to the monitoring of organizational COC employs both qualitative and quantitative indicators and blends elements from both diagnostic and dialogic traditions of organization development (Bushe et al., 2009). Yet, in order to successful adapt, implement and apply such inductive approach to monitoring, it is necessary to overcome the widely shared reservations to self-evaluation and to build respective evaluation and deliberation capacity among change management teams responsible for the design, implementation, controlling and monitoring of measures of intervention (Fleming et al., 2010).

A challenge for the further advancement of the framework concerns the development of feasible and applicable approaches, methods and techniques suitable to inform and guide the process of collectively interpreting monitoring data on underlying cultural assumptions. Further inspirations can be borrowed from existing methods in the field of qualitative organizational culture research (Davey et al., 2001).

Furthermore, closer attention needs to be drawn to the evaluation and monitoring of unintended effects of cultural change interventions (Harris et al., 2002). In order to better account for impacts and effects triggered by intervention measures in complex and dynamic conditions-as opposed to predetermined performance or goal attainment measures-synergetic approaches and an integration of multiple methods are needed (Weitzman et al., 2009). Valuable insights for the further elaboration on instruments in this field can be borrowed from the discussions and recent enhancements of evaluation models influenced by systems-thinking (Williams et al., 2007).

**CONCLUSION**

In view of the urgency and the complexity of the challenges in the context of a cultural change towards sustainable consumption, new responsibilities arise for educational organizations. Schools and universities are called upon to explore new approaches and paths to stimulate collaborative, self-reflective and transformative learning and to take the lead in becoming authentic models of progression towards sustainability.
The proposed framework for a mode-2 intervention and monitoring approach seeks to contribute to this notion. It challenges conventional approaches to monitoring to re-consider the realms of underlying tacit assumptions and the role of interpretation and reflection in transforming educational organizational COC. Based on considerations substantiating the vital necessity for the involvement of organizational members at all stages of the process, it suggests responding to the difficulties with conventionally assessing basic cultural assumptions by conceptualizing monitoring as a reflective tool contextualized in a circular and sequential process of collective action and reflection.

Further empirical research on the practical applications of a participatory approach to initiate and evaluate cultural change towards a COSC in educational organizations will help to elucidate pathways and possibilities for schools and universities to transform their role as a socialization agency and to actively engage in nurturing and cultivating more sustainable patterns of consumption among their students. This research takes place in the context of the three-years research and development project “BINK - Educational Institutions and Sustainable Consumption” (2008 – 2011, www.consumerculture.eu), funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research.
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